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Marian Avery
Happy New Year to each and every one of you!
Traditionally one is to look at the previous calendar year
with reflection as they enter the New Year with plans and goals
setting for a better, more prosperous new year. Our teaching
year is somewhat like that from one year to the next. At this
point in the school year young children are looking forward to
Valentine’s Day Cards and celebrations of kindness towards
others. While at the High School Seniors are looking forward to
Graduation and the fulfillment of goals set for their future.
Teachers often look at this “middle of the school year” with
reflection on what they have accomplished and what is yet to
be completed. Consideration is often given to the new
techniques teachers have yet to implement and experiment with
in their classrooms to aid the success of student learning.
Along with this is the planning of attendance at conferences
such as the NCTM 2015 Annual Meeting and Exposition to be
held in Boston, Massachusetts April 14-18, 2015. The theme
of the conference is “Effective Teaching to Ensure
Mathematical Success for All.” PCTM will sponsor an
Affiliate Exhibit Booth at the NCTM 2015 Conference in
Boston. If you are planning on attending this conference stop
by the PCTM Affiliate Exhibit Booth to say hello to me and
check out what PCTM has displayed.
While sorting through my teaching files these past few
months, I came across the handout packet used at an in-service
training provided by my home school district, Great Valley
School District, Malvern, PA. Two things on the cover of the
packet caught my eye, the date of the presentation, December
13, 1993, and the presenter, Diane J. Briars of Pittsburgh Public
Schools. Diane Briars is the current NCTM President! There
were many changes in education during the 1980’s and 1990’s
which impacted student instruction and learning. A great shift
occurred in industry’s expectations for school mathematics and
the educational community’s idea that what we assess and how
we assess it communicates what we value. The title of this
presentation was “Assessing What Counts: New Developments
in Mathematics Assessment.” Industry Expectations for School
Mathematics included: the ability to set up problems with the
appropriate operations, knowledge of a variety of techniques to
approach and work on problems, understanding of the
underlying mathematical features of a problem, the ability to
work with others on problems, the ability to see the
applicability of mathematical ideas to common and complex
problems, preparation for open problem situations since most
real problems are not well formulated, and belief in the utility
and value of mathematics (Pollack, 1987). NCTM set new
goals for all students. First, for all students to learn to value
mathematics, communicate mathematically, and reason
mathematically. Second, for all students to become confident
in ability to do mathematics, and to be mathematical problem
solvers. NCTM was very influential in aiding mathematics
teachers with material to direct this new path in education.
Prepared by the Working Groups of the Commission on
Standards for School Mathematics of the National Council of
PCTM Magazine
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Teachers of Mathematics, of which Diane was a member
of, came books such as Curriculum and Evaluation
Standards for School Mathematics (March 1989),
Professional Standards for Teaching Mathematics (March
1991), and Assessment Standards for School Mathematics
(May 1995). I still have my copies of these books. Much
of what is in these books remains imbedded in the work of
the mathematics teacher today, a legacy of commitment
and dedication to moving mathematics education to a
higher standard.
During the past twenty-some years this trend in
becoming aware of needed changes and empowering
teachers and students to meet the challenges they face has
continued. The major shifts of the 1980’s and 1990’s to
make classrooms into mathematical communities, use
logical and mathematical evidence as verification, to
utilize mathematical reasoning along with conjecturing,
inventing, and problem solving, and to connect
mathematics, its ideas, and its applications has become the
center of mathematics education today. No longer is
assessment only written tasks and tests. Today assessment
methods include such things as observations, oral
questions, class presentations, extended problem solving
projects, homework, take-home tests, journals,
collaborative-cooperative learning group work, portfolios,
student interviews, internships, career study, service
learning in the community, and standardized achievement
tests in the form of PSSA and Keystone Exams.
As we reflect on past years and look to future years we
set new goals to continually improve not only ourselves
but the students we instruct. Today marks an
unprecedented wealth of resources from which to glean
information to help us along our pathway. Common Core
State Standards for Mathematics, Best Practices, Formative
Assessment, Cooperative Learning, Multiple Intelligences,
mathematical manipulatives used to demonstrate theory in
a kinesthetic-tactile-visual manner, the vast array of
technological resources available at our fingertips, and the
magnificent world of networking that takes place between
educators will help us and our students to be successful.
For each of you I hope this New Year holds much wonder
and success.
Please remember to put August 13-15, 2015 on your
calendar and attend the first PCTM Summer Annual
Conference to be held at the Lancaster Host in Lancaster,
PA.
I look forward to hearing
from you and seeing you in
the days to come. May the
remainder of this school year
be wonderfully blessed!
Marian E. Avery
PCTM President
Winter 2015

FRINGE THOUGHT: Seek to find the best in the worst, to discover the great in the small, to see beauty in the plain and to detect the elegant in the simple.

President’s Message

Randy Schaeffer Remembered

FRINGE THOUGHT: Life is like a bridge—cross over it but do not establish yourself upon it.

Dave Kennedy
The recent passing of Mr. Randy Schaeffer took
us all by surprise. I served as an editor of PCTM
Magazine for five years, and for the last four of those
Randy was my co-editor. He came aboard at a time
when the magazine needed some technical innovation
and some editorial stability, and Randy provided both
of these.
I vaguely remember meeting him in person at a
PCTM conference long ago, but as magazine
collaborators we worked long-distance. Plenty of
emails went back and forth as we edited and laid out
each issue. Sometimes it can be hard to convey your
personality accurately through email; jokes can fall
flat or be taken seriously, and it can be hard to set the
tone you intend. Randy never had this problem. He
wrote so clearly and naturally that I felt as if he was
right there beside me.
Randy embodied professionalism. He never cut
corners, or did work that was anything less than
excellent. When laying out an article it was often
necessary to take the graphs or other visuals that
authors provided and render them into a form that our
Adobe InDesign software could handle. Randy would
bravely volunteer to lay out the article with the
graphics that were difficult to deal with, often
achieving small miracles. I never knew quite how he
did it.
Occasionally a situation would arise in which his
past experience served us well. If an author had
double-submitted an article, or a decision had to be
made about whether permission was needed, Randy
always knew just what to do. He would not only
make a wise decision, but he would also teach me how
he was thinking, well aware, I suspect, that valuable
knowledge was being passed along to me. He could
say things like “Oh, the folly of youth and the wisdom
of old age!” without seeming at all clichéd or
condescending. We had philosophical discussions
about the responsibilities of volunteer workers, the
pros and cons of a paper magazine, and other topics a
co-editor might not automatically take the time to
engage me with. He was the mentor we all wish we
could have.
As a magazine issue was being put together,
Randy would typically play an important role, and
PCTM Magazine

then apologize afterwards for not having done even more.
I’m not sure that PCTM ever had the occasion to formally
thank him for his years of service, which extended back long
before his editorship. Now may be a time to pause and
appreciate what he did. Today as we enjoy the wonderful
magazine produced by the current editors, we are still hearing
echoes of Randy’s ideas. A small detail such as the
Pennsylvania-shaped icon he created that contains the page
numbers in PCTM Magazine to this day, is a fitting reminder
of his influence.
It would be futile to try to fully list Randy’s many
accomplishments outside of his involvement with PCTM. A
google search can fill you in on his award for excellence in
teaching, his service to EPCTM and other organizations, his
leadership in general-education and faculty issues at
Kutztown, and many other doings. I’ll mention just a couple
of them here. Math teacher educators usually consider five
student teachers to be a full load to supervise. Randy was
known to take on superhuman numbers such as 27 student
teachers in a single semester, and he worked with over 400
preservice math teachers in his career. He was Kutztown
University’s commencement speaker in the spring of 2014.
Imagine what it must take for a current faculty member to be
asked to serve in this role, and you begin to appreciate the
esteem in which Randy Schaeffer was held.
Despite his capacity for engaging communication, Randy
was a private person. None of us in PCTM felt we knew him
inside and out. The limited glimpse he gave us served to
magnify the good impression he made, until it was indelible.
What we saw is what we will remember: skill, wisdom,
warmth, and integrity. He is truly missed.
---Dave Kennedy
Editors’ note: Gifts to the Randy Schaeffer Math Scholarship
Fund can be mailed to the Kutztown University Foundation,
P.O. Box 151, Kutztown, PA 19530.
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STEM Column: The Catapult…in a mathematics class?
Mike Long

PCTM Magazine

vertex and make it more than just a formula.
The angle of elevation at which the gummy bears are
launched certainly should not be overlooked. In fact it’s a
wonderful opportunity to explore which angle will launch
the gummy bear the greatest distance. Again, this brings in
two measurement concepts: the distance traveled by the
gummy bear and the angle at which the gummy bear is
launched. But, most importantly, an appropriate data display
can be chosen and the data displayed used to answer the
optimum angle question.
Data display can also take a very unique spin in the
context of the catapult task. Suppose that a number of
gummy bears are launched and the distance that each of the
gummy bears lands from the center of the target is
measured. From there, the mean distance and the standard
deviation of these distances can be measured. These two
calculations can be used to compute the standard score for
each of the launches. What makes this calculation
interesting in this context is that the gummy bear launch with
the smallest standard score (most negative) is actually the
gummy bear that lands closest to the center of the target. For
many students, the notion that the launch with the smallest
standard score is the “best” is counter intuitive to what they
are familiar with, but indeed the smallest standard score
would be “the best” if the objective was to get the gummy
bear as close to the center of the target as possible. And of
course, to extend this lesson, probabilities based on the
standard normal curved (provided the data is somewhat
normal) can be computed for the different launches and
compared.
These are just a few of the mathematical concepts that
can be incorporated into a lesson involving constructing
catapults and launching small items. In fact, even something
as simple as the number of gummy bears that land inside the
circular target compared to the total number launched can be
explored. And at the same time, the quadratic function ideas
can be stretched to explore optimization in calculus. So the
catapult task is one that can launch in many mathematical
directions. Keep that in mind the next time you see your
students constructing catapults in another class. Perhaps you
should have them bring those catapults to your class or, even
better, have the catapults constructed in your math class and
use them to teach the math concepts in your curriculum and
beyond.

Mike Long is an Associate
Professor of Mathematics and
Acting Co-Chair of Mathematics at
Howard Community College in
Columbia, MD.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Nobody has ever measured how much the heart can hold.

Have you ever taken a look into the classroom of
your science colleagues to find them having their
students construct catapults? You may have even
asked why the catapults were being constructed in the
science class. Was the main concept being studied
projectile motion for physical science or was the
concept the basic principles of engineering
design? But, did you stop and wonder how that
catapult might come into use in your mathematics
classroom? Let’s think about some of those STEM
ideas for a moment.
To start with, you might be the math teacher who
chooses to introduce the basic principles of
engineering design. In fact, entire books, including
21st Century Skills: Learning for Life in Our Times by
Trilling and Fadel, have been written to describe the
need for engineering design thinking to be introduced
early in the K-12 curriculum. Filling that need is
reason enough to consider having students construct
catapults in your math class. But, let’s go deeper and
consider where constructing catapults may fit into the
mathematics curriculum that is already in place.
Let’s consider all of the mathematics that one
might encounter in a catapult task. While it would be
possible to consider all of the mathematics in one
large project, it’s probably best to only choose the
concepts that are appropriate for the content of your
class, but it never hurts to stretch a bit. Now to the
tasks after the catapults are constructed: Suppose you
have the students construct a circular target with
which to launch small projectiles such as gummy
bears (they work well and they are
inexpensive). Constructing the circular target of a
fixed radius or concentric circles as targets involves
geometry and brings in a measurement piece if indeed
a specific size is mentioned for the radii. But, this is
just the beginning.
The students will begin launching their gummy
bears at the target. Of course, this is projectile
motion and so can be modeled using a quadratic
function. The focus has now changed to algebra and
functions. This modeling presents the opportunity to
introduce or discuss the usually mundane concepts of
x-intercepts and the y-intercept of the quadratic
function in context. In this case, the context of time
as the independent variable and height as the
dependent variable provides meaningful connections
for the intercepts. But, this context gives meaning to
the function as the axes have a meaning beyond the x
and y-axis. In addition, the context provides a
meaningful opportunity to explore the concept of the

Common Mathematical Knowledge is
Not as “Common” as We Think
FRINGE THOUGHT: If you could kick the person most responsible for most of your troubles, you wouldn’t be able to sit down.

Michael Ladick
I had an Advanced Calculus professor in college who refused to pronounce my last name correctly. He felt the need
to continually test my patience by saying, “Hey LA-Dick, are ya with me?” The sad and true part is that most of the time
I was not. In his class there was no way to flub your way through his proofs as he literally wrote and published the book
with all the examples and problems in it. So not only was I paying for the course and his book, but I was paying for at
least 3-5 minutes of verbal abuse every day from a guy whose class I loved. I think deep down in his heart he liked me
because I wasn’t afraid to ask questions while obtaining ridicule. And to be fair, I think that everyone in the class
appreciated me taking the heat so that they were never called onto the carpet.
The truly hilarious part to me is that eight years later I found myself teaching in class asking a student, “Are ya with
me?” Luckily for this student, my question in homage to my professor came without ridicule. Sadly, just like in Spring
of 2001, to this student’s dismay (and mine) he was not.
There are three questions that seem to turn their ugly head at me as an Alternative Educator every single day:
Where am I as far as my curriculum is concerned?
What is the true academic level of my students?
Where am I going in today’s lesson?
I teach in a building that is a half shelter school, half juvenile detention center. My students revolve like the door
that leads you into the building. When I plan, I plan simply for the week. The questions my Administrator wants me to
pose are as follows:
What are my students learning?
Why does this matter?
How do I know my students are learning?
The real question that I feel is the most important, is how much prior knowledge am I going to require my students to
call upon today?
For example, the other week I wanted to teach Square Roots. I could not start my notes by writing down what I
wanted my students to learn. I had to write my notes by what I needed them to understand before I even truly got started.
Concepts that I feel are “Common Knowledge,” and most other educators would as well, should become the true
foundation of our classrooms. You should never assume your students are on your page.
Let me break down all the concepts and competencies that led up to Square Roots:
Demonstrate one and two digit multiplication;
Understand the use of variables and their impact on algebraic expressions;
Order, recall, and justify the first ten perfect squares; and
Identify, explain, and evaluate a number squared.
I need to stop because I could fill up the rest of the page with what one considers “Common Knowledge” once I’ve
reached the point where we want to teach what the “Radical” sign is on day one.
I understand there are time constraints on certain topics. I am well aware that it hurts some student’s feelings when
they feel left behind and just put those feelings in the “Eh, I don’t care because I don’t even like math anyways” box in
their brain. But we as mathematics educators in Alternative Education need to slow down sometimes.
Let’s be honest. What’s one additional day to cover a couple of extremely important concepts? Are the students
who are on pace or a little ahead really going to suffer? Most likely not. They will become a little bored but you can
subdue those feelings with more challenging examples and problems for those students. I might be wrong for the
following statement, but it wouldn’t be the first time I’ve said something that offends. I’d rather take the time to help a
student get one step closer than run with a student who is already ahead. I know right? How dare I?
A sample of several students’ academic grade level mathematics and reading scores are seen in Table 1. The scores
are based on our school’s placement test for mathematics and reading. For example, the highest level of mathematics
that Student 3 can work at is just under a 3rd grade level while his reading level is almost a 6th grade level. However, he
is currently enrolled in his public school at 12th grade. This was the typical spread of academic level of students I had on
my roster for the day I taught Square Roots.
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Table 1.
A sample of student grade level mathematics and reading scores from the school placement exam
Student 1
Student 2
Student 3
Student 4

Math
4.3
8
2.9
5.1

Reading
12.9
7.2
5.8
6.2

School Listed Grade Level
7th
8th
12th
9th

Michael Ladick has been
working for the Allegheny
Intermediate Unit for 8 years
as a Mathematics Educator.

Tips From Your Colleagues: How can “specialists”
strengthen vocabulary knowledge in other content areas?
Stacey Knerr
A few years ago, our district initiated the concept of “adopting a standard.” Each specialist teacher at the
elementary level (Music, Art, Physical Education, Computer, etc.) was asked to adopt a standard from one or
more of the core subjects.
One Physical Education teacher chose to adopt key math vocabulary rather than just one standard. One
example of how he implemented this in his class was exhibited during a unit he was teaching on basketball. In
basketball, it is important to learn to dribble without looking at the ball. The Physical Education teacher
created a set of math vocabulary flash cards where one card had a vocabulary word and another card had the
definition and/or a picture that would help the student remember the meaning of the word. The cards were
strategically placed around the gym in the form of a maze. Students had to dribble their basketball through the
maze while practicing their math vocabulary by reading the words and the definitions. After a few classes of
practicing, it was noted that students’ dribbling skills, as well as their math vocabulary, improved.

Ms. Stacey Knerr is a K-12
Mathematics Supervisor in the
Cumberland Valley School
District.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Putting your best foot forward at least keeps it out of your mouth.

I’d like to think I made the right choice. To say I had a variety of learners would be like telling me I have “some”
options when choosing what casino I’m going to make my millions in playing poker when my teaching days are over.
Why the former is more likely than that latter I stand pat (poker pun intended) in believing the right route to take is one
of patience and practice.
Forget trying to always obtain the “A Ha!” moments and strive to ask “Are ya with
me?” more often.

Editors’ note: The following article was submitted for inclusion in the 2014 PCTM Yearbook. After the editors of the
Yearbook decided not to publish a volume this past year, they asked us to consider including this article in the PCTM
Magazine. After careful consideration, we believe that the article offers valuable information for our readers and
accepted it. It should be noted that this article has been peer-reviewed as part of the Yearbook submission process.

Examining the Roles of Mathematics Teacher Leaders
by Reviewing Research on the Topic of Slope
FRINGE THOUGHT: The surest way to get somewhere is to know where you are going.

Courtney Nagle and Deborah Moore-Russo
Mathematics teacher leaders have an increasingly important role in mathematics education. The National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics (2000) describes the unique role of mathematics teacher leaders as “specialists positioned
between classroom teachers and administrators who can assist with the improvement of mathematics education” (p.
375). Mathematics teacher leaders may take on many duties, including training teachers, orchestrating interactions
(between teachers as well as between teachers and administrators), piloting instructional materials, and interpreting and
applying state standards to their school curriculum. There is certainly no shortage of work for mathematics teacher
leaders, particularly in this time of transition to the Common Core State Standards (National Governors Association
Center [NGA Center] & Council of Chief State School Officers [CCSSO], 2009).
While much research is done in the field of mathematics education, connections are not routinely made between
the results of scholarly research and what these results might imply for teachers in the K-12 setting. In this article, we
reexamine the results of a series of studies on slope for potential implications for mathematics teacher leaders with
regard to their role in improving mathematics education. The concept of slope is a particularly useful context in which
to examine these ideas because it permeates the mathematics curriculum, from early ideas of change and proportionality
in the elementary and middle grades to the notion of derivative in calculus. First, we provide a brief overview of three
separate studies on students’ and teachers’ conceptualizations of slope, focusing on the findings of each study. Next, we
reexamine the findings of these studies as they pertain to mathematics teacher leaders. This discussion leads to the
identification of three roles that mathematics teacher leaders may fill in an effort to improve mathematics education.
The Research Studies
Each of the studies discussed below examines slope in light of 11 conceptualizations previously identified by Stump
(1999; 2001a; 2001b) as well as by Moore-Russo and colleagues (Moore-Russo, Conner, & Rugg, 2011; Mudaly &
Moore-Russo, 2011; Stanton & Moore-Russo, 2012). A summary of each of these conceptualizations is provided in
Table 1.
Study 1: Calculus Students’ vs. College Instructors’ Conceptualizations
The first study (Nagle, Moore-Russo, Viglietti, & Martin, 2013) examined the conceptualizations of slope evidenced
by college calculus students (n=65) and college instructors (n=26) on a five-item, open-ended survey about slope.
Findings showed that instructors had more diverse images of slope, using an average of 5.9 of the 11 slope
conceptualizations compared with students’ average of 3.6 conceptualizations used. Furthermore, students’
interpretations of slope were largely procedural, focusing on slope as an algebraic ratio used to either graph a line
(behavior indicator) or find a linear equation (parametric equation). The functional property conceptualization, which
emphasizes slope in terms of the rate of change of covarying quantities, was not among students’ top conceptualizations.
Since past research has focused on covariational reasoning as a key precalculus notion (Carlson, Oehrtman, & Engelke,
2010), its infrequent use with reference to slope raises concerns. Instructors, on the other hand, viewed slope as a ratio of
covarying quantities (functional property) with utility in a variety of contexts (real world situation). However, despite
instructors’ diverse use of slope conceptualizations, the findings suggested that two of students’ most dominant
conceptualizations (behavior indicator and determining property) were seldom evidenced in the instructors’ responses.
The findings from this study suggest that: (a) secondary students may not develop a foundation in covariational
reasoning expected by college instructors, (b) college instructors may not effectively build advanced ideas using
students’ prerequisite knowledge as a foundation, and (c) students may face a difficult transition from secondary to
college mathematics as a result of disjoint expectations at the two academic levels. One limitation of this study was that
it relied entirely on the instructors’ personal conceptualizations of slope but did not investigate the notions emphasized
in instruction. It is possible that these instructors may have emphasized different conceptualizations in their lessons with
students.
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Table 1
Conceptualizations of Slope [adapted from Moore-Russo, Conner, & Rugg (2011)]
Slope as …

Geometric
Ratio (G)
Algebraic
Ratio (A)
Physical
Property (P)
Functional Property
(F)
Parametric Coefficient
(PC)
Trigonometric
Conception (T)
Calculus Conception
(C)
Real World Situation
(R)
Determining Property
(D)
Behavior Indicator (B)

Rise over run of a graph of a line; ratio of vertical displacement to horizontal displacement
of a line’s graph
Change in y over change in x; ratio with algebraic expressions (often seen as either ∆y/∆x or
(y2 – y1)/(x2 – x1))
Property of line often described using expressions like grade, incline, pitch, steepness, slant,
tilt, and “how high a line goes up”
(Constant) rate of change between variables; sometimes seen in responses involving related
rates
The variable m (or its numeric value) found in y = mx + b and
(y2 – y1) = m(x2 – x1)
Property related to the angle a line makes with a horizontal line; tangent of a line’s angle of
inclination/decline; direction component of a vector
Limit; derivative; a measure of instantaneous rate of change for any (even nonlinear)
functions; tangent line to a curve at a point
Static, physical or dynamic, functional situation (e.g., wheelchair ramp, distance vs. time)

Linear
Constant (L)

Property that determines if lines are parallel or perpendicular; property can determine a line
if a point on the line is also given
Property that indicates increasing/decreasing/horizontal trends of line or amount of increase
or decrease; if nonzero, indicates intersection with x-axis
Constant property independent of representation; unaffected by translation of a line;
reference to what makes a line “straight” or the “straightness” of a line

Study 2: Secondary Teachers’ Personal Images vs. Planned Instructional Focus
Based in part on the findings that college instructors did not frequently cite the conceptualizations of slope most
commonly used by students, the second study focused on comparing teachers’ individual knowledge of slope with the
content they chose to include when planning instruction (Nagle & Moore-Russo, 2013). This study included 19
preservice and inservice secondary mathematics teachers, each of whom created both a personal concept map of slope
and a presentation for use in classroom instruction on slope. A comparison of the conceptualizations of slope used by
teachers in each environment sheds light on the relationship between teachers’ content knowledge related to slope and
their intended instructional emphasis when teaching this topic. In particular, results showed that teachers’ intended
instructional emphases did not always reflect their own knowledge of the topic. Teachers were more likely to
emphasize the more procedural conceptualizations of slope as an algebraic ratio and parametric coefficient when
creating their instructional content. Conversely, teachers tended to omit more conceptual notions of slope, including
slope as a determining property, linear constant, and functional property, when developing instructional materials.
These findings suggest that factors beyond teachers’ personal content knowledge influence their selection of
content for instruction. Other factors like teachers’ perceptions of their students, the expectations of the schools in
which they teach, the content of past state examinations, classroom textbooks and other materials (e.g., curricular pacing
guides, mathematical manipulatives) adopted by the school district, etc., also determine which ideas from teachers’ own
understandings of slope they emphasize when planning instruction.
Study 3: Comparing Slope in PSSM vs. CCSSM
The third study compared the treatment of slope in the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics’ (2000)
Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (PSSM) and the National Governors Association and Chief State
School Officers’ (2010) Common Core State Standards – Mathematics (CCSSM). In this study, the researchers coded
every mention of slope throughout the standards documents according to the conceptualizations emphasized (Nagle &
Moore-Russo, 2014), comparing the overall emphasis and grade-band emphasis of each document. Initial results
showed that the overall emphasis (in terms of which conceptualizations were most commonly referenced) was very
similar regardless of which standards document was considered. However, a more careful analysis showed that PSSM
emphasized an elementary grades’ focus on early notions of slope through covariational reasoning (functional property)
that was absent from CCSSM in the elementary grades’ standards. Differences were also noted at the high school level,
PCTM Magazine
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FRINGE THOUGHT:There are not enough crutches in the world for all the lame excuses.

Category

FRINGE THOUGHT: The time to look down on your neighbor is when you stoop over him to give him a lift.

where PSSM described a very broad development of slope using a wide variety of conceptualizations in applied settings.
CCSSM, on the other hand, described a more focused extension of middle grades notions to analyze non-linear (e.g.,
quadratic and exponential) relationships through functional property and linear constant conceptualizations of slope.
The findings of this study highlight the importance of closely examining grade level changes in considering the
extent of curricular reform when adopting a new set of standards. It is during the middle grades that the primary
responsibility for teaching students about slope has traditionally fallen. An examination of PSSM and CCSSM suggested
that the two standards documents describe relatively similar coverage of slope topics during the key years of instruction
at the middle grades level. However, there are important changes prior to, and after, this focused instruction on slope
that may alter both how teachers in the middle grades approach teaching and what students actually learn. There is a
danger in only focusing on curricular revisions in a single grade (or even in a narrow band of grade levels). Such a
narrow perspective on curricular change without examination of adaptations at earlier and later grade levels has the
potential to lead to a disconnected mathematics curriculum. Thus, it is important to equip teachers with a broader
understanding of the scope of curricular revision at all levels to establish a more cohesive educational experience for
students.
Implications for Teacher Leaders
Each of the three studies summarized above has provided insight into the teaching and learning of slope, a key topic
throughout the mathematics curriculum. However, the findings of these studies have implications beyond the teaching
and learning of slope. Next, we reconsider the key findings of these studies in terms of their implications for
mathematics teacher leaders in general. The findings illuminate some specific roles that mathematics teacher leaders
may fill in their work with teachers and administrators. In revisiting the studies’ results in terms of tasks for
mathematics teacher leaders, three roles emerged: (a) instructional content supporter, (b) communication liaison, and
(c) curricular revision expert. Just as slope is a concept that appears as early as the elementary grades and continues into
college mathematics courses, the implications discussed are pertinent for teacher leaders at all levels of the mathematics
educational system. Each theme is discussed in greater detail in the following sections.
Role 1: Instructional Content Supporter
The slope studies reiterated what mathematics education research has long emphasized; strong content knowledge
by itself does not ensure high quality teaching. Much research has focused on the unique knowledge for the field of
teaching, recognizing that teachers need a deep understanding of key mathematical ideas and their connections to design
tasks and make instructional decisions (Ball & Bass, 2000; Fennema & Franke, 1992). Ma (1999) described this
profound understanding of fundamental mathematics as how accomplished teachers conceptualize critical ideas in
mathematics with a deep and flexible understanding so that they are able to represent those ideas in multiple ways and to
recognize how those ideas fit into the preK-16 curriculum.
The findings in the first study indicated that college instructors seldom referenced students’ most dominant notions
of slope, and findings in the second study suggested that teachers’ personal knowledge of slope did not always align
with their intended instructional focus. These combine to suggest that mathematics teacher leaders may serve teachers
by providing support in choosing instructional content so they are better able to make deliberate decisions regarding
classroom materials, tasks, and assessments (see Figure 1). In particular, mathematics teacher leaders can assist teachers
in: (a) choosing content that builds effectively on students’ prior knowledge and experiences and (b) choosing which
conceptualizations of a concept to emphasize, including how to represent and assess those conceptualizations.
Together, the results highlight the need for mathematics teacher leaders to assist teachers in applying their content
knowledge in particular ways that promote student learning. Mathematics teacher leaders should be well versed in the
school’s curriculum. Knowing the curriculum across the grade bands will help better equip teachers to identify and
build from students’ prior knowledge and experiences in order to make instructional decisions that will allow students a
deeper understanding. Teachers should benefit from teacher leaders’ more comprehensive perspective of what students
have learned in the past and where they are headed next. This insight is crucial when choosing tasks in students’ zone of
proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978).
Teacher leaders should also provide guidance to teachers when dealing with slope, which may be presented in a
variety of ways, in terms of both how conceptualizations as well as representations (e.g., graphs, equations, metaphors,
gestures). These leaders should frequently observe lessons and promote discussions between teachers regarding the
various ways slope could be presented, focusing on the impact on student learning. By continually challenging teachers
to reflect on whether they are emphasizing only a procedural understanding of mathematical ideas and asking them to
consider the potential benefits and drawbacks associated with different conceptualizations, teacher leaders can help
promote a positive change in mathematics instruction. This, in turn, could lead to students developing a flexible
knowledge by conceptualizing and representing slope in multiple ways, understanding the connections between the
different conceptualizations, and knowing how and when to apply mathematical ideas to model real world situations.
PCTM Magazine
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Once such instructional goals are made transparent, teacher leaders can then help teachers to reflect on whether their
classroom instruction facilitates this depth of student learning.
Role 2: Communication Liaison
The slope studies’ findings reiterate the importance of promoting communication across grade and academic levels.
This was seen both from findings in the first and third study. In the first study, researchers articulated that notions of
slope emphasized in secondary school may be misaligned with those emphasized by post-secondary instructors.
Similarly, in the findings from the third study, subtle changes in the curriculum at the elementary and high school grades
may necessitate alterations in the treatment of slope in the middle grades. Without discussions between teachers and
administrators across levels, students are likely to experience a disjointed education with difficult transitions between
grade and academic levels.
One can easily imagine other similar situations in which a lack of communication may lead to problems. For
instance, a high school mathematics department may choose to stick with the same textbook series they have used for
years. However, if the middle school mathematics department adopts a new problem-based textbook series, the high
school teachers need to be made aware of exactly how this series will differ and what implications it might hold for the
classroom in terms of students’ prior experiences and knowledge of topics, like slope. On a broader scale, this
promotion of discussion across levels can be extended to address the possible academic culture gap that was described in
the study on college calculus students’ vs. college instructors’ conceptualizations of slope. Too little communication
occurs between teachers at different academic levels. The result is a sort of buck-passing hierarchy where middle grades
teachers blame elementary teachers for not teaching the basics, high school teachers blame middle grades teachers for
not establishing the necessary prerequisites, and college teachers blame high school teachers for graduating students who
lack basic mathematical skills.
Mathematics teacher leaders should serve as liaisons, facilitating discussions between teachers at all of these levels
regarding both the content covered and the approaches to covering that content. This would better equip teachers at the
lower levels to ensure that they were covering the requisite content and would help teachers at the upper levels to ensure
that they were advancing students’ knowledge by effectively building on their prior knowledge. It would also help to
explain why one teacher may insist that a topic was covered the year before even though the next grade level teacher
suggests students did not know the content. Both teachers may be presenting the notion in a meaningful and correct way;
however each might be emphasizing different conceptualizations or representations of slope (e.g., Geometric Ratio vs.
Parametric Coefficient). The lack of communication across levels prevents articulation and ultimately hinders teachers
PCTM Magazine
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Common sense is just about the most uncommon thing there is.

Figure 1. Findings from slope studies with corresponding implications for roles of mathematics teacher leaders.

FRINGE THOUGHT: Good teachers are the ones who are able to challenge young minds without losing their own.

from helping students make connections between seemingly disjoint interpretations of the same idea.
Role 3: Curricular Revision Expert
Mathematics teacher leaders must also take the initiative to explore how curricular revisions impact the teaching and
learning of mathematics. Whether we are considering very broad changes, such as the adoption of a new standards
document, or changes on a smaller scale, such as the adoption of a new textbook at a single grade level, mathematics
teacher leaders should work with teachers to consider exactly how changes will influence the overall development of
mathematical concepts both at the individual grade level and across multiple grade levels. Figure 1 illustrates how the
results of the third study serve as a reminder of the potential to underestimate the impact of a new curriculum when
examining the treatment of topics as a whole. Teacher leaders’ more comprehensive perspective on mathematics
education at the school-wide, or district-wide level, better equips them to analyze curricular revisions taking place at one
level and how those changes may impact what happens at other levels. One key component to communicating these
ideas effectively with teachers is promoting discussion between grade levels and school levels to help teachers
understand how a single alteration can have a ripple effect and may influence how concepts are addressed in future (and
even previous) grades and levels of study. In this way, the dissemination of information regarding curricular revisions is
closely linked to teacher leaders’ roles both as communication liaisons, as they share insight on changes and their
subsequent impacts across grade levels, and as instructional content supporters, as they help teachers select content that
builds on the altered experiences students will have in light of such changes.
Mathematics Teacher Leader: A Tall Task
The three themes described are just a small sampling of the many important ways that mathematics teacher leaders
can positively influence mathematics education. The roles discussed indicate that teacher leaders need to be allotted
time to adequately fulfill their many responsibilities. In particular, teacher leaders need to be given time to learn the
curriculum and standards across multiple grade levels, to visit teachers’ classrooms and provide professional
development opportunities related to content and instructional focus, and to support communication with and between
teachers and administrators at various levels. These are not tasks that can be completed by an expert teacher who is
simultaneously expected to maintain a full teaching load. It is important for administrators to recognize the many
important duties of a mathematics teacher leader, and to appreciate the time and effort required to fulfill these roles.
The first step in encouraging productive mathematics teacher leaders is to recognize the need for such leaders and
provide the time and resources to equip them to succeed in their incredibly important positions.
Conclusions
This discussion has taken a fresh look at studies on students’ and instructors’ understanding of slope to consider
how mathematics teacher leaders might play an important role in the educational process. Even for this one
mathematical topic, a variety of issues suggest that it is important for mathematics teacher leaders to promote
communication across grade-bands, help teachers with instructional decisions, and understand the overall impact of
curricular revisions. Many mathematical topics, such as slope, can be conceptualized in a variety of ways and are
revisited throughout the mathematics curriculum. Mathematics teacher leaders’ comprehensive perspective of the
mathematics curriculum at various stages of students’ academic careers makes them especially well-suited to be the
change-agents who ensure a more cohesive educational experience for students by fulfilling the roles discussed.
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PCTM Elections
It’s that time of year… PCTM election season. Soon, you will be asked to vote in the annual election, but before that
individuals are needed to run for office. The nominations committee is taking nominations of other PCTM members or
self-nominations for the following offices in the upcoming election:
President-Elect
Secretary
Member at Large
Western Region Delegate
Central Region Delegate
Eastern Region Delegate
To nominate someone, please send an email to the nominating committee chair (designated by the PCTM constitution)
Mike Long, drmikelong16@me.com as well as the two president-designated committee members Kelly Brent,
brentk@carlisleschools.org and Cynthia Taylor, cynthia.taylor@millersville.edu. Please email all members of the committee when submitting a nomination. Nominations will close February 1st 2015 with the election occurring by Survey
Monkey soon after.
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Upstairs/Downstairs and Symbolic Logic

FRINGE THOUGHT:

Sid Kolpas
Boolean logic, also known as Boolean Algebra, is a
logical calculus with only two values, ‘true’ or ‘false’.
‘True’ can be interpreted as the value 1 or an electronic
switch being on, and ‘false’ can be interpreted as the value
0 or an electronic switch being off. Conceived by the
mathematician George Boole (1815-1864), his book “The
Mathematical Analysis of Logic” (1847) showed how a
specific set of logic can be used to analyze a set of
premises to arrive at a conclusion. During the time that
Boole was formulating his laws of logic, the
mathematician/logician Augustus DeMorgan (1806-1871)
was also producing works on symbolic logic (“Formal
Logic”, 1847), and Charles Babbage (1791-1871) was
developing his Analytical Engine and Difference Engine—
anticipating our modern day programmable computers.
Symbolic Logic is still an important tool for circuit design
and Computer Science.
I teach a course that covers problem solving, set
theory, symbolic logic, the history of number systems, and
a review of Algebra. The chapter that covers symbolic
logic as relates it to circuits. By the end of the chapter,
students are able to create truth tables for symbolic
statements using combinations of conjunction (and),
disjunction (or), negation (not), and implication (If…
then…). They also master Demorgan’s Laws and the
concept of equivalency. Moreover, they can create circuit
equivalents of logical statements. Nevertheless, students
still ask: What will this ever be used for? Inspired by a
book I read by Edmund Berkeley when I was in Junior
High School, I came up with an example to present to my
students that shows them a practical application of what
they learned. Using the Logic Gate Simulator (http://
www.kolls.net/gatesim/), free Windows-based software
from South Puget Sound Community College, we are able
to actually see the circuit in action. I also use the software
throughout the chapter to animate symbolic logic concepts.
Many of us live in or have visited a house with two
stories. Typically, there is a switch at both the bottom and
top of the staircase between floors that controls a hallway
light. When either one of the two switches is moved, the
hallway light goes on if it was off, and off if it was on. If
0 represents off, 1 represents on, U represents the Upstairs
switch, D represents the Downstairs switch, and H
represents the state of Hallway Light, then this can be
symbolically represented (see Table 1).
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TABLE 1:
Representation of hallway light

U
1
0
0
1

D
0
1
0
1

H
1
1
0
0

In the first row, the hallway light is on. If the upstairs
switch is moved (1 to 0), the light will go off (see the third
row). If the downstairs switch is moved (0 to 1), the light
will go off (see the fourth row). In the second row, the
light is on. If the upstairs switch is moved (0 to 1), the
light will go off (see the fourth row). If the downstairs
switch is moved (1 to 0), the light will go off (see the third
row). In the third row, the light is off. If the upstairs
switch is moved (0 to 1), the light will go on (see the first
row). If the downstairs switch is moved (0 to 1), the light
will go on (see the second row). In the fourth row, the light
is off. If the upstairs switch is moved (1 to 0), the light
will go on (see the second row). If the downstairs switch
is moved (1 to 0), the light will go on (see the first row).
To create a circuit that behaves this way, we need
a symbolic statement representing H composed of U’s
and D’s. I break the class into small groups to come up
with a statement for H where the statement representing H
is composed of negations, conjunctions, and/or disjunctions. Even if the groups use trial and error, it doesn’t take
very long for one or more of the groups to come up with a
truth table (see Table 2).
Some groups quickly conclude that the light will be
on/off if (the upstairs switch is not on/off and the
downstairs switch is on/off) or (the upstairs switch is on/
off and the downstairs switch is not on/off), which is the
symbolic statement in the last column of the truth table,
namely
.
Students learn that conjunction is a series circuit, and
disjunction is a parallel circuit.
Using Logic Gate Simulator, the circuit equivalent of
can be created (see Figure 1).
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U

D

~U

~D

1
0
0
1

0
1
0
1

0
1
1
0

1
0
1
0

0
1
0
0

1
0
0
0

1
1
0
0

Figure 1. The circuit image created with Logic Gate Simulator.
Since the students have also mastered DeMorgan’s Law, we also write equivalent expressions for the hallway light:

(~ U  D)  (U  ~ D)  ~ (U  ~ D)  ~ (U  D)  ~ [ (U  ~ D)  (U  D) ]
All three statements have the same truth table, and the circuits representing the equivalent statements work the same
in Logic Gate Simulator. I then use Logic Gate simulator to control the hallway light. Students are excited that it works
exactly as planned. And, they have seen a practical use of what we’ve learned in symbolic logic. The next time they go
to a house with a hall light controlled by upstairs and downstairs switches, they’ll intimately understand how it works.
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Table 2.
Truth Table

Pennsylvania Statistics Poster Competition:
Fun and Learning for K-12 Students
FRINGE THOUGHT: Never tell people how to do things. Tell them what to do, and they will surprise you with their ingenuity.

Peter R. Skoner and Deborah E. Sorce
The Pennsylvania Statistics Poster Competition is an
excellent learning opportunity for students, a chance for
students to win cash prizes at both the state and national
levels, and an opportunity for recognition of both students
and teachers. Pennsylvania typically attracts more posters
than any other state, usually more than double the second
highest state. As a result, Pennsylvania students also
typically win more national awards than any other state.
This article includes information about the contest, its
purpose, entry deadlines for this coming year, and winning
posters from the most recent year.
The annual, state-wide competition is in its eighteenth
year. Students in the following grade categories K-3, 4-6,
7-9, and 10-12 develop statistics posters that are a display
containing two or more related graphics that summarize a
set of data, look at the data from different points of view,
and answer specific questions about the data. See Figure 1
– Figure 4 for the 2014 first place winning posters from the
four grade bands.
Students may work individually or in groups of 2, 3, or
4. The postmark deadline for submissions is the last
weekday in February each year.

Figure 2. 4-6 Grade Band—Look who’s talking.

Figure 3. 7-9 Grade Band—Fruit frenzy.

Figure 1. K-3 Grade Band—The force of weather on an
angry bird’s flight.
Blind judging of the posters occurs in March, and cash
prizes are awarded in the amounts of $96 for first place,
$72 for second, $48 for third, and $24 for fourth in each of
the four grade level categories to the students who
submitted the winning posters. Honorable Mention posters
are also identified in each category. Winning posters from
the Pennsylvania Competition are also submitted to the
National Statistics Poster Competition, coordinated by the
American Statistical Association.
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In 2014, 11 posters from the Pennsylvania
Competition were honored at the national level,
including:
 third place and two honorable mentions in the K-3
grades;
 first, second, third, and two honorable mentions in
the 4-6 grades;
 third place in the 7-9 grades; and
 second place and an honorable mention in the 10-12
grades.
Information about the National Statistics Poster
Competition is on the website of the American Statistical
Association. See http://www.amstat.org/education/
posterprojects/index.cfm for a direct link to the
information page.
The Pennsylvania Statistics Poster Competition is a
great opportunity for mathematics students to apply the
concepts taught in the classroom to a real situation that is
meaningful to them. They choose a problem that they
16
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would like to address and decide how to go about gathering the
data necessary to answer that question. Sometimes they will
choose a question that requires research on the Internet or in the
community. For example, one student wanted to know what
kind of pets lived in the White House. After going online to find
this information, she then wondered whether Republican or
Democratic presidents owned more pets when they were
president.

Other students will want to find information available by
surveying their classmates, or others. Information about
holidays celebrated, favorite animals or activities, etc. lend
themselves nicely to surveying. Students use their knowledge
about statistics (random sampling or target population) while
conducting their surveys. They gather their data and organize
it. They analyze their data and decide which graph will be the
PCTM Magazine
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Do what you can, with what you have, where you are.

Figure 4. 10-12 Grade Band—Hungry for some
information?

most appropriate for the type of data they have.
Younger students love pie charts, but quickly find out
that these graphs are not appropriate to show growth
through time. The statistical techniques used in the
upper grades, of course, become more sophisticated;
they might be using regression analysis, confidence
intervals, or a test for independence.
Technology skills are practiced as students use
Microsoft Excel or Google Sheets to create charts and
graphs that will show their data. Some students like
to create their own pictographs or bar graphs using
the theme of the data collected. Throughout this
process, students are thinking mathematically and
scientifically. They follow the scientific method to
find a purpose, write hypotheses, conduct the
research or survey a population, gather and organize
their data, analyze their findings and formulate a
conclusion based on their analysis.
Even though students are having fun creating a
poster for a contest, they are using higher level
dimensions of thinking. Looking at Bloom’s
Taxonomy, students are not only applying the skills
they have learned in mathematics classes, but they
are using the higher levels of analyzing, evaluating,
and creating (PDE, n.d.a).
Norman Webb’s Depth of Knowledge Model is a
useful tool to help teachers create an environment
where students learn at a high level (PDE, n.d.b). The
first and lowest level of cognitive thinking requires
recall and reproduction. An example of this is when
students calculate their answers using the formulas
teachers give them. But this poster project allows
students to raise their cognitive expectations. Level
Two, called Skills and Concepts, would be
demonstrated by students locating, collecting,
organizing, and displaying their information.
Creating their graphs and comparing data would also
fall under this category. When moving up to Level
Three, Strategic Thinking, the students hypothesize
the outcomes of their original questions, compare
their graphs to find commonalities/differences, and
draw conclusions based on their results. And
finally, students will experience pièce de résistance or
Level Four, otherwise known as Extending Thinking.
This is the level that requires the most complex
cognitive effort. Examples of this include designing a
survey and interpreting the results, as well as
rejecting or failing to reject a hypothesis based on the
data analysis.
This project does take some time to complete, but
it is an educationally wise investment. Students enjoy
the poster contest because it allows them to acquire
knowledge of a topic they have chosen that is
applicable to them. They can be creative and take
ownership of their learning. Teachers realize the

FRINGE THOUGHT: The best way to wake up with a smile on your face is to go to bed with one already there.

potential of this activity that allows higher cognitive thinking
to take place in their classroom with limited planning time.
For the 2014 competition, 524 posters were submitted. The
submissions included 100 in the K-3 grade category, 170 from
grades 4-6, 162 from grades 7-9, and 92 from grades 10-12.
External financial support is provided by several regional and
state professional organizations, including the Pennsylvania
Council of Teachers of Mathematics (PCTM).
Registration information for the Pennsylvania Statistics
Poster Competition and pictures of the winning posters from
2014 and years before are available on the site. This may be a
good place for students to start when developing a question
that is applicable for their grade level. A list of the winning
posters is below, separated into the four grade categories. The
upcoming postmark deadline for the 2015 Pennsylvania
Statistics Poster Competition is Friday, February 27, 2015. We
encourage you to involve your students so they have some fun,
and learn while doing it!

Roslyn Elementary School, Teacher Tyheshia Carmichael
4th Place: It’s in the Bag, by Anthony Aronson, Gino
Bartolini, and Brooke Shirley from Saltsburg Elementary
School, Teacher Stephanie Jake
Grades 7-9 Winning Posters 2014
1st Place: Fruit Frenzy, by Kaylyn Clouser, Isabella
Zavalanski, Kristen Lucas, and Marissa Abbott from Altoona Area Junior High School, Teacher Lori Piper
2nd Place: The Effects of Temperature on the SelfDischarge Rate of Batteries, by Peter Wagstaff from The
Campus School of Carlow University, Teacher Suzanne
Ament
3rd Place: Crystal Clear, by Micah Cheng from Rydal
Elementary, Teacher Pamela DaSilva
4th Place: Does Temperature Affect the Strength of a
Magnet? by Julius Meier from The Campus School of Carlow University, Teacher Suzanne Ament
Grades 10-12 Winning Posters 2014
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1st Place: Hungry for Some Information? by Theresa
Doan, Megan Hollingworth, and Betsy Slagel from Fox
Chapel Area High School, Teacher Antoinette Payner
2nd Place: Do Birds Really Have Bird Brain? by
Geoffrey Billy from State College Area High School,
Teacher Erol McGowan
3rd Place: How Big Is Your Heart? by Liam Shi, Matt
Hoffman, and Ryan Fan from Mt. Lebanon High School,
Teacher Heather Pessy
4th Place: Are Spinal Fractures More Common in Older Patients? by Brendon Trybus from Bishop Guilfoyle
Catholic High School, Teacher Sue Thomas

Dr. Peter Skoner is a
Professor of Physics at
Saint Francis University
in Loretto, Pennsylvania.
He coordinates the
Pennsylvania Statistics
Poster Competition at
Saint Francis University.

2014 Pennsylvania Statistical Poster Competition Winners
Grades K-3 Winning Posters 2014
1st Place: The Force of Weather on an Angry Birds Flight, by
Sebastian Masterson from Westmont Elementary School, Teacher
Ann Kelly
2nd Place: Soggy Cereal, by Ryan Zakrzewski from Rydal Elementary School, Teacher Pamela DaSilva
3rd Place: Sunflower Seeds Fly, by Mrs. Crawford's Owls (18
students) from Rydal
Elementary School, Teacher Charlene Crawford
4th Place: BOO! What Scares You? by Lee Rosenberger from
East Pike Elementary School, Teacher Linda Stewart
Grades 4-6 Winning Posters 2014
1st Place: Look Who's Talking, by Alex Levin from Roslyn Elementary School, Teacher Tyheshia Carmichael
2nd Place: Are You Paying Too Much For Gas? by Dimitri
Sarver and Ethan Watson from Roslyn Elementary School, Teacher
Tyheshia Carmichael
3rd Place: Kids' Concerns about the Earth, by Caden Fujii from
PCTM Magazine
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Be wary of the person who urges an action in which he himself incurs no risk.

Jo Kinsey
A lifetime of service to the teaching of
mathematics and the ability to create a lifetime love
of the subject with students was the common thread
for our awardees.
Joanne Kornet, a Learning Support teacher
from the Downingtown Area School District was
the recipient of the Master of Mathematics Award
at the Primary Level. Mrs. Kornet has worked
tirelessly to help students achieve success in
mathematics for 37 years. She teaches children in
grades K-3. Dr. Dina Wert, the principal of West
Bradford Elementary School where Joanne teaches,
spoke of the unique methods she employs to reach
her students and of her success in doing so.
Interestingly enough, Mrs. Kornet was featured in a
1999 article written by Mrs. Mary Ann Starkey
titled “Changes” for the PTCM Magazine. Mrs.
Kornet and Mrs. Starkey (a former president of
PCTM) were co-teaching math at that time.

Joanne Kornet
2014 Master of Mathematics for the Primary Level

David Lloyd was the recipient of the Master of
Mathematics Award at the Middle School level.
David Lloyd has been teaching 8th grade math at
Saucon Valley Middle School for 15 years. He
emphasizes collaborative learning for mathematics
activities with his students. David has found
innovative solutions to technology and has been a
pioneer and mathematics leader in the development
of methods and technology in his district. He has
been a team leader, served on countless committees
and task forces, served as mentor to other teachers
and has also been active in his community.
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David Lloyd
2014 Master of Mathematics for the Middle School Level

According to Lisa Allen who nominated Daniel C.
Walter for the Master of Mathematics for the High
School level, Dan has the ability “to communicate
with any student who enters his classroom.” Dan uses
both traditional and non-traditional methods to help
students reach beyond their perceived limitations and
succeed in math. Dan has also participated in and
assisted in coordinating presentations of workshops for
the National Science Foundation.

Daniel C. Walter
2014 Master of Mathematics for the High School level

Janie L. Zimmer was presented the Outstanding
Contribution to PCTM Award by President Marian
Avery. Janie has been a director/consultant for
Research-Based Education for the past 10 years. In
that position, she has helped the PCTM board and
members communicate with each other. She has also
been chair of the state-wide PCTM-Partnership
Program, liaison with the Pennsylvania State Team for
Mathematics and Science and is a regular contributor
to PCTM Magazine. Janie’s expertise in curriculum
and instruction, assessment, professional development,
technology, and a myriad of other accomplishments
have had her working at all levels of education in
many districts and states.
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Janie L. Zimmer
2014 Outstanding Contribution to PCTM

O. Pauline Chow
2014 Hall of Fame Award

Stephen Cicioni
2014 Outstanding Contribution to Mathematics Education

O. Pauline Chow is the Mathematics department
chair for the Harrisburg Area Community College
(HACC). The winner of the Hall of Fame Award has
served as president of PSYMATIC and PCTM as well
as other executive board positions in numerous math
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FRINGE THOUGHT: One thing you can give and still keep is your word.

Stephen Cicioni , winner of the Outstanding
Contribution to Mathematics Education, gives new
meaning to the term “continued education.” Steve
never truly retired from teaching. For the past five
years, he has provided professional development and
classroom support for math teachers from grades three
through high school. He is known for his
well-attended workshops and training seminars. Prior
to that, he was an instructional coach for the Lancaster
-Lebanon Intermediate Unit 13. He taught in the
Manheim Township School District from 1993-2009
and in the School District of Lancaster from 19721993.In addition, he has taught remedial math and
summer school. He has published articles in various
math society journals. Steve has also co-authored a
nationally-marketed video disk on general
mathematics and pre-algebra to train/remediate adults
in college, business, and industry.

societies. Pauline has been teaching for over 35
years. Professor Chow’s passion is to work with
students, empower them to take ownership in their
learning, and help them see their own
accomplishments. She has developed and
implemented online math courses to augment
instructional material for her courses. Mrs. Chow is
listed as one of the top 19 Leading University
Instructors at iTuneU. All of her podcasts in both
Collection and Course lists can be accessed for free
24/7 from at least 23 countries. Recently, she
co-authored a developmental math series for
McGraw Hill. She is in charge of all digital content
of the series. Pauline has served on curriculum
committees and has presented at state and national
levels. She has also been a guest columnist for the
Patriot News, Harrisburg, PA and published six
columns thus far.

FRINGE THOUGHT: Be who you are and say what you feel, because the people who mind don’t matter and the people who matter don’t mind.

PCTM 2014: Sweet Dreams of Math @ Hershey
Mary Ann Matras
Over 350 mathematics educators gathered at the Holiday Inn East in Harrisburg November 6th to 7th to enjoy a
wide variety of presentations, workshops, exhibits, and each other’s company. Keynote speakers included Jim
Rubillo, past Executive Director of NCTM and Ron Larsen, Professor Emeritus of Penn State Erie with featured
speakers Loretta Tokoly and Mary Rose Zbiek. Attendees enjoyed Casio’s Technology Strand, the Math Forum’s
Strand, and PCTM-developed Workshops on Keystone Exams with Marian Avery and Kelly Brent. Late afternoon
on Thursday there was a gathering for fellowship, food, further visiting of the exhibits, and awards.

A subset of the Chairs for PCTM 2014: Mike
Long, Program; Mary Ann Matras, General Chair;
Judy Long, Exhibits. Others in the set: Lynn
Columba and Katlin Valliere, Registration; Kelly
Brent, Merchandise; Mark Hogue, Treasurer;
Pauline Chow, Local Connection; and Tim Seiber,
Web site.

Here are some pictures from the 2014 PCTM Conference.
We hope to see you at the 2015 PCTM Conference in Lancaster, August 13—15
http://www.pctm.org/future-conf.html
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FRINGE THOUGHT: We can’t all be heroes because somebody has to sit on the curb and clap as they go by. –Will Rogers.
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Submissions Solicited for PCTM Magazine
Since the 1990’s, the Pennsylvania Council of Teachers of Mathematics (PCTM) has produced the PCTM
Magazine for our members. Our mission is to promote mathematics education in Pennsylvania. In the magazine we accomplish this by publishing edited articles by leading authors and local news from around the state.
PCTM is committed to improving mathematics instruction at all levels. We place an emphasis on classroom
activities that are aligned to the Pennsylvania Core State Standards and the NCTM Principles and Standards
for School Mathematics.
You are invited to submit articles for consideration for publication in the PCTM Magazine. This publication provides an excellent opportunity for you to share your ideas with the ever-growing number of colleagues
dedicated to improving mathematics education in Pennsylvania. Any topic of interest to teachers of mathematics, especially K-12 classroom teachers in Pennsylvania, is suitable subject material. All readers are encouraged to contribute articles and opinions for any section of the magazine. Teachers are encouraged to submit
articles for Voices From the Classroom, including inspirational stories, exemplary lessons, or management
tools.
Original artwork on the cover is another way teachers may contribute. We publish the magazine three
times each school year, in the winter, spring, and fall.
Deadline for submissions:
Spring, April 15
Fall, August 15
Winter, December 15
Author Guidelines:
Manuscript Format: Manuscripts should be double-spaced, with 1-inch margins on all sides, typed in 12point font and follow the APA 6th Edition style guide. Manuscripts should be submitted in Microsoft Word. If
you have a picture or graphic in the text, please include the original picture(s) in a separate file. A cover letter
containing author’s name, address, affiliations, phone, e-mail address, and the article’s intended audience
should be included in the e-mail.
Manuscript Submission: Manuscripts should be submitted electronically as an e-mail attachment to
pctm.editor@gmail.com. Receipt of manuscripts will be acknowledged. After review by the editors, authors
will be notified of a publication decision.

Dates of Upcoming Conferences
2015 T3 International Conference March 13-15, 2015, Fort Worth, TX
EPaDel (Eastern Pennsylvania Delaware section of the Mathematical Association of America) March 14, 2015, Franklin and
Marshall College, Lancaster, PA
LHMA 3rd Annual Mini-Conference, March 21, 2015
NCTM Annual Conference April 15-18, 2015, Boston, MA
PAMTE Annual Conference, May 13-14, 2015, Shippensburg, PA
MAA Mathfest, August 5-8, 2015, Washington D.C.
PCTM Conference August 13-15, 2015, Lancaster Host, Lancaster, PA
NCTM Regional Conference October21-23 2015, Atlantic City, NJ
PCTM Conference August 3-5, 2016, Seven Springs, PA
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